Efficient Person Search via Expert-Guided Knowledge Distillation.
The person search problem aims to find the target person in the scene images, which presents high demands for both effectiveness and efficiency. In this paper, we present a unified person search framework which jointly handles the two demands for real-world applications. We explore the technique of knowledge distillation (KD), which allows the student network to share capabilities of the deep expert networks with much fewer parameters and less computing time. To achieve this, we describe an efficient person search network and a set of deep and well-engineered expert networks, to build a tiny and compact model that can approximate the representations of the expert networks in a multitask learning manner. We present extensive experiments on three customized student networks with different scales of networks and show strong performance compared to the state-of-the-art methods on both mean average precision and top-1 accuracies. We further demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed network at 120 frames/s in the feedforward time with only a little sacrifice on the accuracy.